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ABSTRACT

throughput [19]. Topology adaptations are further applied,
e.g., for event dissemination in dynamic virtual realities [18],
load balancing in search overlays [16], or connectivity maintenance in peer-to-peer networks [20].
We observe that, although topology adaptations are crucial for the performance of many networking applications,
their development and presentation in the networking community does not follow a well-defined model. Explicit adaptation models as established in the self-adaptive community
are not applied. The adaptation logic is often tightly integrated into the application. This makes it hard to understand and compare existing topology adaptations. Reusing
existing concepts and implementations is difficult. Thus, the
lack of a well-defined model substantially complicates the development, implementation, evaluation and maintenance of
topology adaptations in networking applications.
In this paper, we present a general model for the specification and execution of topology adaptations in networking
applications. We derive the requirements of such a model
based on 14 existing topology adaptations from two application domains. We observe that these adaptations conduct
three main steps that are compliant with control loop concepts of self-adaptive systems:

Many networking applications implement topology adaptations to cope with network dynamics. Related work focuses
on the specific application, lacking a general model for topology adaptations.
In this paper, we analyze 14 topology adaptations from
two different application domains. Based on the derived
characteristics, we propose a general topology adaptation
model. We present the Topology Adaptation Rule Language
(TARL) to specify topology adaptation logic following this
model. We discuss the execution of TARL rules for two
application domains as well as how our model enables reasoning and optimizations on topology adaptations. For the
evaluation, we developed a TARL runtime environment as
a reusable topology adaptation framework. TARL simplifies the development of topology adaptations and is able to
express 13 of the analyzed algorithms.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Networking applications are facing rapidly changing environments. Many of these networking applications, e.g.,
from the domain of Video Streaming Overlays (VSOs) or
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), adapt their connections
between communication partners, the so-called topology, in
a decentralized way to cope with changes. VSO applications
maintain a topology for content distribution (see Figure 1a).
Different types of topologies (e.g., tree [29] or mesh [21]) are
better suited depending on the current environment [32].
Many proposed adaptations optimize the topology at runtime, e.g., to improve quality of experience [30] or balance
the load [29]. In today’s Internet of Things, a large number
of wireless sensors measure environmental data [34], forming
a data collection topology (see Figure 1b). Wireless sensor
devices have very limited hardware resources [22]. Topology
adaptations enable these devices to reduce their transmission range, thus leading to better energy conservation [25] or

1. The application monitors (one or more logical) topologies, relevant events and metrics.
2. The application decentrally decides if an adaptation is
required. This decision is based on graph patterns in
the monitored topology.
3. The application executes the adaptation as a sequence
of simple operations.
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Underlay Topology

Application

the stream further in the network. Therefore, the VSO application constructs a topology (see Figure 1a). VSOs are
highly dynamic regarding environmental conditions, and the
set of participants and their usage pattern [32]. Depending on the current circumstances and requirements, different
types of topologies (e.g., tree [29] or mesh [21]) lead to better application performance [32]. Topology adaptations are
necessary to cope with these dynamics at runtime. In particular, the topology should be maintained to ensure high
resilience against sudden peer failures [24], and to improve
quality of experience [30] or load balancing [29].
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), e.g., in the Internet
of Things, consist of a large number of sensor devices that
report monitored data to a central base station [34]. Due
to the limited transmission range of sensor devices, the data
is forwarded over multiple hops through the topology (see
Figure 1b). Sensor devices typically have only limited capabilities and no external power supply, which makes selecting
efficient communication links a prime goal of topology adaptations in WSNs. Executing topology adaptation, each sensor device selects a subset of neighbors from the given set of
physical neighbors and restricts the communication to these
logical neighbors [31]. This approach allows for shrinking
the transmission range of the devices, thereby particularly
improving energy conservation [25]. Also, it has been shown
that topology adaptations in wireless networks can be used
to increase the throughput [19].
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Figure 2: Overview of the topology adaptation loop for networking applications
We provide the developer with a model for these steps.
The developer describes the graph patterns, conditions and
events that trigger a topology adaptation. The conducted
adaptation is specified as a sequence of simple graph operations. We propose TARL, a Topology Adaptation Rule Language, as corresponding specification language. TARL rules
can be interpreted in a runtime environment (see Figure 2)
or used for the generation of platform-specific code. This
approach separates the topology adaptation logic from the
application’s implementation, thereby fostering the reuse of
topology adaptations across application domains, enabling
rapid prototyping of topology adaptations and easing the
maintenance of the adaptation logic. The evaluation with
14 adaptations from the VSO and the WSN domain shows
that TARL provides a convenient specification of the adaptation logic. Moreover, we demonstrate that executing rules
in our implemented runtime achieves similar performance for
a VSO application scenario as an existing, tightly integrated
adaptation implementation.
This paper provides the following contributions:

2.2

1. We identify the characteristics of topology adaptations
of networking applications.

C1 Adaptation Loop: We observe that topology adaptations conduct three main steps that are compliant
with control loop concepts of self-adaptive systems,
such as the MAPE-K loop [13]. The application monitors the topologies and additional relevant events and
metrics. Based on this, the adaptation algorithm decides if an adaptation is required. Finally, the application executes a set of topology operations.

2. We present a model and a specification language for
expressing the topology adaptation logic in networking
applications.
3. We show how this language expresses adaptation logic
and demonstrate the execution of rules in our runtime
environment.

C2 Decentralization: Networks may have a huge size [24].
For scalability reasons, topology adaptations are executed in a distributed way. In other words, each device
locally executes the adaptation loop and modifies its
surrounding topology.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: First,
Section 2 derives the characteristics of topology adaptations,
which serve as requirements for the developed model and
TARL in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the execution and
optimization of TARL rules. Section 5 provides the evaluation, followed by a discussion of related work (Section 6)
and the conclusion (Section 7).

2.

C3 Graph-based Decisions and Operations: A topology may be modeled as a graph whose nodes and
edges represent devices and communication links, respectively. For adaptation decisions, graph patterns
are analyzed. These graph patterns include the connectivity between nodes as well as properties of nodes
and edges (e.g., latency). We observe that the conducted graph operations are very simple. For example, kTC [25] disables dispensable communication links
from a WSN (i.e., kTC removes edges). Other topology adaptations establish new communication links
(i.e., they add edges), e.g., to increase connectivity of
the network [20]. Often, one link is removed and added
in an atomic step (i.e., an edge is moved ).

ADAPTATION ANALYSIS

This section explores two exemplary application domains
of topology adaptations: VSOs and WSNs. Having inherently different target environments and optimization goals,
these domains will then serve for identifying general characteristics of topology adaptations.

2.1

Adaptation Characteristics

Having analyzed various topology adaptations from the
domains of VSOs [21, 24, 26, 29, 30] and WSNs [12, 19,
25, 31, 33], we derive the following five major characteristics
(C1–C5) of topology adaptations in networking applications.

Application Domains

In Video Streaming Overlay (VSO) applications, one or
multiple servers provide a video stream. The participating
devices, so-called peers, play the video stream and distribute
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C4 Multiple Topologies: The analyzed networking applications are based on at least two topology layers:
the underlay and the overlay. While the underlay reflects physical connectivity between the devices, the
overlay describes logical communication patterns. A
particular topology adaptation may affect one or more
of these topologies. For example, the TRANSIT video
streaming application [32] maintains a basic neighborhood overlay and multiple flow topologies to deliver a
video stream in various encodings. As topologies have
complex dependencies [27], many topology adaptations
consider multiple topologies for the decision and the
execution.

self has an edge e2 to a neighbor n3 in topology T3. The
edge between self and n1 is only added if n1 has no neighbor
in topology T2 (line 8–9).
1 filter(
2
max(
3
join(
4
match(TP, T1, self <- e0 -> n1,
5
n1 <- e1 -> n2),
6
match(TP, T3, self <- e2 -> n3)),
7
e0.weight),
8
count(
9
match(TP, T2, self - e3 -> n4)) = 0)
10 execute every match:
11
at(self, TP, T2) add neighbor(n1)



C5 Limited Local View: Collecting topology information is expensive and does not scale well. Following the
concept of local algorithms [28], a device has only a restricted local view of the topology. Sensor devices typically have limited memory [22], which makes storing
global topology information infeasible. High dynamics in VSO applications make it difficult to maintain a
global view of the topology [32].

3.

3.3

Condition Specification

The condition declaratively specifies at which locations in
the graph G the rule may be applied. Its fundamental concepts are topology patterns and matches: A topology pattern
P is a graph of limited size (C5) consisting of node and edge
variables, which are placeholders for nodes and edges of a
graph. A node variable may appear in multiple patterns;
an edge variable may appear in one pattern only. In TARL,
variables are identical if they bear the same name. In general, a match m is a mapping from a set of node (edge)
variables to the nodes (edges) of G that preserves source
and target of edge variables. In particular, a match m of
a topology pattern P in a graph G wrt. a topology T is an
injective mapping from the node (edge) variables of P to
the nodes (edges) of G that preserves source and target of
edge variables and that maps edge variables only to edges
in topology T .
The condition is a nested expression whose evaluation results in a set of matches. In the following, we explain the
most important expressions that may appear inside the condition. For simplicity, we denote expressions that evaluate
to sets of matches as well as sets of matches with M .
match(tp, t, P ): A match expression evaluates to the
set of all matches of pattern P in the graph G wrt. topology T (t) provided by topology provider tp. Different node
placeholders in the pattern relate to distinct nodes in the
monitored graph G. In the example in Listing 1, the first
match expression evaluates to all matches of two chained
edges e0, e1 in the T1 topology provided by TP. Note that
e3 bears an arrow head to specify a direction, while e0 is
an undirected edge.
join(Ma , Mb ): A join expression joins the sets of matches
resulting from the expressions Ma and Mb , where Ma and
Mb may be any expressions that evaluate to a set of matches.
The join expresses relationships and dependencies between
multiple topologies (C4). We say that two matches ma and
mb are compatible if each node variable1 that is in the domain of both matches is mapped to the same node in G,
i.e., ma (x) = mb (x)∀x ∈ dom(ma ) ∩ dom(mb ). The resulting match set Mab contains a match mab for each compatible
pair of matches ma , mb from Ma × Mb , where mab is defined
for all variables in dom(ma )∪dom(mb ) and the restriction of
mab to the domain of ma (mb ) is identical to ma (mb ); i.e.,

MODEL AND LANGUAGE

Graph Model

We describe the communication system as an attributed
graph G(V, E) consisting of nodes V, representing the devices, and directed edges E, representing the communication
links between the devices (C3). The node that represents the
current device is called self. Nodes and edges may have a
set of attributes. To model coexistent topologies (C4), each
edge e is labeled with a topology identifier attribute tid(e).
A topology T (t) with topology identifier t is the sub-graph
of G induced by the set of all edges having topology identifier t. Note that a node may be part of multiple topologies,
whereas an edge is contained in exactly one topology. In
a running system, the graph is monitored by a set of topology providers. Each provider is responsible for one or more
topologies and contributes to G those edges that belong to
these topologies. Our model considers three topology modification operations (C3): add, remove and move edge.

3.2



Listing 1: Sample TARL rule

This section introduces the concepts and the syntax of
TARL, the first Topology Adaptation Rule Language for
networking applications. In contrast to existing adaptation
rule languages, TARL is well-suited to express adaptation
logic for networking applications with their characteristics
(C1–C5) observed in Section 2.2.
TARL describes the topology adaptation logic in a rulebased manner, separating monitoring, adaptation logic and
execution of the adaptation (C1). Each device executes
these rules in a decentralized way (C2). A TARL rule consists of three subsequent parts. A preamble may contain a
number of constant declarations and selector declarations
to simplify multiple instantiations of a rule. The condition
specifies if the execution part of the rule should be triggered.

3.1





Sample TARL Rule

Listing 1 shows a TARL rule. The purpose of this rule is
to add an edge from self to another node n1 in topology T2
(line 11) if the following conditions are fulfilled: In topology
T1, node n1 is the neighbor of self with the maximum edge
weight that has an additional edge (lines 2–7). Additionally,

1
Note that by definition, there are no common edge variables
in dom(ma ) and dom(mb ).
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mab dom(ma ) = ma and mab dom(mb ) = mb 2 . Note that the
resulting match mab might not be injective. In Listing 1,
the distinct node variables n1 and n3 may be mapped to
the same node in the joint match.
filter(M , fB ): A filter expression filters a set of matches
using a Boolean-valued function fB . As before, M may be
any expression that evaluates to a set of matches. The function fB may contain node and edge variables, and references
to their attributes. We say that match m fulfills the Boolean
function fB if and only if each node and edge variable in fB
is in the domain of m and fB evaluates to true when replacing all node and edge variables x of fB with m(x). The
result of evaluating a filter expression is the set of all matches
m ∈ M that fulfill fB .
min(M , fR ), max(M , fR ): Min and max expressions
filter a set of matches, using a real-valued function. As before, M may be any expression that evaluates to a set of
matches. The value fR (m) for function fR and match m
is defined if each node and edge variable in fR is in the
domain of m, and it is calculated by replacing all node and
edge variables x of fR with m(x). The result of min (max ) is
the set of all matches m ∈ M whose value fR (m) is minimal
(maximal) compared to all other matches in M .
count(M ): The count expression takes a set (of matches)
and returns its size. In contrast to the previous expressions,
count is typically used inside real-valued or Boolean-valued
functions to express dependencies between topologies.
Each of the other statements and therefore each match
set M might optionally be labelled. The count expression
takes an optional label as parameter. In case this parameter is provided, the count expression returns the number of
matches that are compatible with the labelled match set.

3.4

T3

self
match(…, self – e0 – n1, n1 – e1 – n2)

match(…, self – e2 – n3)
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Figure 3: Processing example of Listing 1

Execution Specification

Java Runtime for VSOs:
Video streaming peers
provide the processing capabilities for an interpreter-based
rule evaluation. We implemented a Java-based TARL interpreter and a runtime environment that realizes the architecture shown in Figure 2. We integrated the runtime into the
simulation platform Simonstrator [23].
Each peer executes an instance of the runtime. A topology provider interface provides a graph-based view of the
nodes’ local topologies. During the initialization, the runtime parses the rules and resolves dependencies. In particular, it subscribes to all relevant topology updates. A pattern
matcher in the evaluation engine detects patterns as specified in the TARL rules.
Sample Rule Evaluation: A concrete evaluation of
Listing 1 in our runtime is shown in Figure 3. Based on
the local view of the topology providers, the condition is
evaluated step by step. Figure 3 illustrates the flow of the
intermediate results. Finally, an edge to node n1 is added
to topology T2 through the topology provider.
Execution in WSNs: For resource-restricted devices, an
interpreter-based approach is infeasible. For example, sensor
devices based on the Telos platform [22] have only 10kB of
RAM. We are currently developing a TARL compiler that
generates optimized C-code for specific target environments.

FRAMEWORK

In the following, we present our prototype runtime for
Java applications, sketch possible WSN implementations and
envision optimizations enabled by TARL.

4.1

T1
self

The execution part is triggered for each match resulting
from the condition. Note that this implies that the execution
part might be executed multiple times for different matches.
It consists of a sequence of add edge, remove edge and move
edge operations, where move reassigns the source or target
of an edge. These operations may refer to node and edge
variables of the match in the condition. Even though the
effect of the move operation is equivalent to removing and
adding an edge, we observed that this operation is frequent
in applications and should thus be modeled explicitly.

4.

Topology Provider Interface

Sensing & Monitoring:

Runtime Environment

The adaptation logic, specified as TARL rules, can be deployed and executed in a runtime environment. The selection of an appropriate runtime depends on the application
domain and the device type. VSO applications, for example,
are typically executed on commodity hardware and implemented in languages such as Java. WSN applications have
to deal with limited resources and are, therefore, often implemented in C. The runtime environment must reflect this.

4.2

Reasoning and Optimization

Computation: We envision to use optimization techniques, such as pushing filter statements. In Figure 3, for
example, the concrete match for T3 is not required, and a
materialization of all combinations in the join is not neces-

2

With f dom(g) , we denote the restriction of f wrt. the
domain of g.
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sary. However, the match term must not be removed, as n1
is only added if self has at least one neighbor in T3.
Monitoring: We envision various automatic monitoring
overhead reductions with TARL. The rule in Listing 2, for
example, is transformed from a representation that requires
2-hop knowledge to a representation requiring only 1-hop
knowledge. Moreover, distributing the evaluation and execution of rules in the network may lead to further optimizations. Instead of an expensive communication for an
extended local view monitoring, we could exchange intermediate results of the evaluation.





1
2
3
4
5
6
7



Example mTreebone LDJ: mTreebone is a tree/meshbased VSO application [30]. Changing environmental conditions and node dynamics cause non-optimal substructures
in video streaming trees. One crucial aspect for the quality of experience as perceived by the user is the latency of
stream delivery. The low delay jump (LDJ) tries to minimize latency by reducing the depth of the streaming tree.
For this purpose, nodes replace their parents by neighbors
with a lower tree depth. Listing 4 shows the LDJ adaptation
as TARL rule. Join and filter statements allow a compact
representation of the adaptation logic.

/* semantically equal 1-hop rule */
match(n1 - e0 -> self, self - e1 -> n2) ...
at (n1) add neighbor n2





1 filter(
2
join(
3
match(TP, Tree, n1 - e0 -> self),
4
filter(
5
match(TP, Neighborhood, n2 - e1 -> self),
6
n2.Tree.treeDepth != -1)),
7
n1.Tree.treeDepth > n2.Tree.treeDepth)
8 execute every match:
9
at (self, TP, Tree) move neighbor (n1, n2)

/* 2-hop view required */
match(self - e0 -> n1, n1 - e1 -> n2) ...
at (self) add neighbor n2



Listing 2: Two semantically equal rules





Listing 4: TARL rule for mTreebone’s LDJ adaptation

5.

EVALUATION

Language Expressiveness: For a comprehensive evaluation of the expressiveness, we modeled the considered algorithms from Section 2 as TARL rules. Table 1 provides a
structured overview3 .
TARL is able to specify 13 out of the 14 analyzed algorithms with between 7 and 42 lines of code. TARL cannot
express LMST [19], as this would require matching paths
of arbitrary length. Even though TARL could be extended
to support LMST, we discarded this extension as it would
require adding a feature solely for LMST.
The filter-, max/min- and selector-features are used repeatedly in both domains. Although WSNs exhibit multiple
topologies, the corresponding rules’ conditions only rely on
one of these topologies. Thus, joins are only used in the
VSO domain. The usage patterns of the features show that
TARL provides the appropriate level of abstraction.
The used graph attributes in the rules provide a comprehensive overview of the regarded metrics and assumptions
of the developer. We found that most rules use only a single
graph attribute.
Characteristics: The modeled rules further confirm the
identified characteristics. We find that the conditions of all
analyzed algorithms use a local view of at most 2 hops on
at least 2 topologies. The execution specifications only rely
on the graph operations (add, remove and move edge).

This section evaluates the proposed model for topology
adaptations in networking applications. We present a case
study with existing topology adaptations and discuss the
expressiveness, the generalizability of the language features,
the derived characteristics and our implemented runtime.

5.1

Case Study

For the case study, we present TARL examples to model
the Yao topology adaptation from the WSN domain and the
low delay jump from the VSO domain, as these two examples
provide a good illustration of TARL’s concepts.
Example Yao: In the Yao topology adaptation [33], each
device divides the plane into k equal-sized cones, where each
cone is defined by the corresponding angle to the x-axis.
Then, the device adds the closest neighbored device of each
cone from the UDG topology to the logical topology. The
concrete model as TARL rule depends on the available monitoring information. Listing 3 shows an example where each
node knows its own coordinates and the coordinates of its
neighbors in the UDG topology. The rule uses a selector for
each cone and matches all nodes in this cone by conducting
filtering. For this purpose, the coordinates are transformed
into angles. From the resulting match, the node with the
lowest distance is added. For application scenarios where
the angle is directly available, a more compact rule would
be possible.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14



5.2





min(
filter(
match(TP, UDG, self - e1 -> n1),
atan2(- n1.y + self.y, -n1.x + self.x)
+ 180 >= (360 / k) * (curCone-1) and
atan2(- n1.y + self.y, -n1.x + self.x)
+ 180 < (360 / k) * curCone),
e1.length)
execute every match:
at (self, TP, LogicalTopology)
add neighbor (n1)

Runtime

To show that the execution of TARL rules in our runtime leads to the same effects as traditional tightly coupled approaches, we used TRANSIT [32], an existing VSO
application. This application was extended by a topology
provider. We specified TRANSIT’s LDJ adaptation [24],
which is a modification of mTreebone’s LDJ outlined before, as TARL rule. Recall that LDJ aims at minimizing
the depth of the streaming tree. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the average tree depth between TRANSIT without
topology adaptations, TRANSIT with activated LDJ, and
TRANSIT optimized by our runtime based on our TARL
specification of LDJ. For this comparison, we simulated a

define (k, 6)
selector curCone [1..k]



3
All modeled TARL rules are available at http://www.dvs
.tu-darmstadt.de/tarl

Listing 3: TARL rule for the Yao topology adaptation
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Table 1: Overview of used TARL features for existing topology adaptations from different domains

Domain

Algorithm

VSO

Chunkyspread [29]
Load Optimization
Latency Optimization
Distributed Market Model [21]
DCO [26]
Provider Selection
Requester Selection
mTreebone [30]
Low Delay Jump
High Degree Preemption
TRANSIT TopT [24]
Low Delay Jump
High Degree Preemption

WSN

kTC [25]
Gabriel [31]
Relative-Neighborh. [12]
Yao [33]
LMST [19]

Avg Tree Depth

14
12
10

ze
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s
w
e
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in r
d
fC
gi
e
lV
ov e
ele es o er n
/M ecto olo
a
d
x
t
c
p
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l
l
a
o
n
dd em ov
i
o
o
i
e
o
M
M
R
L A
T
M S
J
F
L

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

18
25
42
10
7
9
20
21
41
17
9
9
13

√
√
√

√
√
√

√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√
√
√

√

√

1
1
1

2
2

1
1

2
2

1
2

√

√

√
√

≥2
≥3

1
2

√

√

√
√

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
1

√
√

n.uploadBw
n.uploadBw

√
√
√
√

n.trgetLoad
n.trgetLoad
n.uploadBw,...

n.Tree.treeDepth
n.Tree.treeDepth
n.Flow.treeDepth
n.Flow.treeDepth
e.weight
e.length
e.length
e.length, n.x, n.y

rule learning [9], rule priorities or QoS-based rule selection,
might be useful future extensions for TARL. TARL is the
first language tailored for topology adaptations.
A multitude of powerful graph rewriting tools exist, which
typically either interpret the rules at runtime (e.g., Viatra
3 [4]) or generate platform-specific code from them (e.g.,
GrGen.NET [11] for .NET or eMoflon [17] for Java). These
(general purpose) tools may be used to evaluate the pattern
matching in TARL. In contrast to the concise specification
of join and filtering of match sets in TARL, the user has to
provide custom implementations for such operations when
using general purpose graph rewriting tools directly.

No Optimization
Traditional TRANSIT LDJ
TARL LDJ

6
4
2
Time

Figure 4: Comparison of the average tree depth in TRANSIT with the LDJ adaptation

7.
streaming scenario with 1000 peers that join and leave the
network on a non-regular basis. Both topology adaptations
achieve a similar reduction of the tree depth compared to
the configuration without topology adaptations. We found
small differences between the optimizations due to different
tuning parameters such as monitoring intervals.

6.

√
√

√
√
√

≥3
≥3
≥2

no

8

0

√

√
√
√

Attributes

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a general model for topology
adaptations in networking applications. This model allows
the specification of the required topological information to
be monitored, the adaptation logic and the conducted adaptation operations. We present TARL, a topology adaptation
rule language reflecting this model. Our evaluation shows
that the language can express 13 out of 14 considered topology adaptation algorithms from two different application
domains. We further developed a runtime environment and
ported an existing video streaming application to our approach, which demonstrates the feasibility of the approach.
TARL is an important step toward a general methodology
for the development of topology adaptations in networking
applications. The abstraction of TARL will enable more sophisticated topology adaptations. Additionally, TARL will
allow for automatic reasoning on rules, optimizations and
transformations, distributed condition evaluation, adaptation of the required monitoring, and runtime adaptation of
the adaptation logic.

RELATED WORK

TARL follows the MAPE-K [13] approach, separating monitoring (topology providers), analysis and planning (TARL
rules), and adaptation execution (topology providers). We
notice that most adaptation frameworks and rule languages
are driven by architecture description languages [15] and
do not consider network topology adaptations. Stitch [5],
for example, uses an architecture-based self-adaptation approach and operates on components and connectors. TARL
could complement adaptation frameworks, such as Rainbow [10] or StarMX [3], to extend their architecture perspective with topologies. Furthermore,
Existing rule-based adaptation concepts, such as rules [1],
condition-action rules [6], priority rules [7], policies [2], action policies [14] and Fossa ECA rules [8] are versatile and
powerful, but lack expressiveness for efficient topology adaptation rules. Tactics in Stitch, for example, use conditions
with first order logic expressions, which is insufficient and
complex for topology patterns. Their concepts, like offline
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